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發揮您與生俱來的優雅魅力，迎接全新的笑容時尚！
NanoHybrid Universal Composite:  
The new dimension of natural beauty
新奈米複合樹脂材料帶來自然美的新定義

近十年來，牙科材料科技不斷演進，莫不以自然美學為最終目標但卻始終繞著顏色打轉，然而Nature Beauty就只是顏色對了就好嗎？即便是健保補助，您有想過要讓病患比別家診所更好的效果嗎？如有，請您一定要來參加這一場演講。

For decades, constant innovations in the art and science of aesthetic dentistry emerged. From the simple self-curing composites, they evolved into the pioneering application of contemporary nanocomposite materials which deliver extremely high durability with minimal shrinkage and enhanced aesthetic qualities. Such advances have raised the countless opportunities available to discerning patients and have offered solutions to various restorative and aesthetic challenges that confronted clinicians. Improved manipulation of composite materials to restore the anterior and posterior dentition has drawn growing attention to current technological advances.

This presentation discusses the application of nanocomposite resin systems and demonstrates the historical perception of composite resin technologies in restorative treatment. Clinical applications and cases will be presented.

Learning Objectives:
1. To review the historical background and application of nanocomposite materials.
2. To identify the clinical implications of a nanocomposite resin system.
3. To learn proper home care instructions for patients receiving nanocomposite restorations.
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